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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Long Beach Unified School District (LBUSD) is California’s third largest school district and home to almost 78,000 students. School districts all over California have been monitoring school climate practices as part of their obligations under state and federal law, and under mounting pressure from students, parents, and educators to keep students in school where they can learn and achieve. Stakeholders have been organizing their communities and advocating for schools to eliminate exclusionary school discipline practices that push students out of the classroom. Since 2012, California school districts have issued fewer suspensions but communities still have concerns about persistent racial/ethnic disproportionality, school-based policing, and other forms of school pushout that are often harder to track.

LBUSD leaders should partner with students, parents, and community to shift away from exclusionary policies toward a positive school climate paradigm that protects students’ rights and dignity, and promotes social-emotional wellness and racial justice. The findings and recommendations in this report seek to encourage more district-community collaboration that supports learning and a universal pathway to college and career for all LBUSD students—particularly high-need students.

FINDINGS

• Black and special education students in LBUSD are disproportionately suspended from school, well beyond the rate of any other subgroup of students. Black students are also disproportionately pushed out of comprehensive schools to alternative settings. Black students are almost 14 times more likely to be suspended than their White peers. Latinos and Pacific Islanders are four times more likely to be suspended than White students. Special education students in LBUSD have also experienced a higher rate of suspension at 17 suspensions per 100 special education students, compared to 5.6 suspensions per 100 LBUSD students in 2014-15.

• The district’s discipline policies are not tailored toward the unique situation of Long Beach students and do not provide schools with guidance for implementing preventative school climate strategies, which results in the inconsistent treatment of students. Generally, the district’s policies are nearly identical to the sample policies
written by the California School Boards Association and contain little to no modifications based on the district's local needs and characteristics. The absence of a comprehensive document detailing school discipline policies or setting out a clear vision of school climate results in a patchwork of policies, practices, and inconsistent student treatment.

- **Over the past four years, LBUSD invested 200 times more on law enforcement—which has never been proven to improve the outcomes for high-need students—than on its prevention-focused school climate strategies that have been proven to support academic opportunities and outcomes for all students.** The district has spent over $35 million on policing students between the 2011-12 and 2014-15 school years compared to only $117,112 during the same time period to support Safe and Civil, its primary school climate program. In the meantime, the number of counselors at LBUSD declined from 184 in 2008 to 107 counselors in 2014.

- **Black and Latino students are disproportionately impacted by police involvement at school.** Together, Black and Latino students account for 86 percent of LBUSD’s student-police contact, despite accounting for 69 percent of LBUSD’s enrollment.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

1. Genuinely engage students, parents, and community members in a dialogue about a collective vision for racial justice, equity, and positive school climate in LBUSD.

2. Collect, publicly disseminate, and study disaggregated school discipline data by race and other high-need student demographics.

3. Create and adopt a district-wide, model code of conduct that provides every school with consistent guidelines and practices to proactively create positive learning environments.

4. Address racial disparities by investing in implicit bias training and by setting targeted goals to reduce exclusionary discipline for overrepresented student subgroups.

5. Spend Local Control Funding Formula supplemental and concentration funds on strategic school climate investments, including restorative justice and more support staff.

6. Foster transparency about police staffing and practices to help develop a holistic school safety approach that is based on prevention and a positive school climate.
“Instead of asking if students need help, teachers just kick students out of their classrooms when things get tough.” Although Sandy, a senior at Renaissance High School in Long Beach, California, feels as though she is just in the “background” in most classes, her favorite teacher takes the time to connect with students about real life issues and engages them in debates. Sandy recalls the time her teacher pulled her aside after class just to see how she was doing and ask if she needed any support. Sandy would like to see more teachers taking the time to talk to students. She’d also like to see more adults ask students “Why?” when disagreements and conflicts arise, not just “What happened?” or “Who did it?”

Sandy understands that school climate is essential in shaping her educational pathway and personal development. School climate can be described as the quality of school life based on the experiences of students, parents, and staff that reflect the school’s structures, policies, practices, norms, values, and interpersonal relationships. There are many other students like Sandy in Long Beach Unified School District (LBUSD) who want to thrive in their school communities, and often can with support from adult staff with whom they have built positive relationships. Sandy has also received support from her family and community that helps her navigate her school and district as complex systems where her voice and experiences matter. Sandy has advocated for more positive school climate policies because she knows students grow when teachers nurture.

Unfortunately, there are many LBUSD students who do not have the same level of support as Sandy and who are struggling to stay actively engaged in school and on a trajectory to college and career. For these students, a positive school climate can make the difference between successfully accessing the curriculum and spending days, weeks, or months missing instruction. From 2011 to 2015, suspensions
decreased by 41 percent in California schools (from 709,580 to 420,799 suspensions), and by 53 percent in LBUSD (from 9,555 to 4,494 suspensions). This good news begs the question—what are schools doing differently to account for the decline in suspensions? Are a greater number of students ultimately accessing instruction in a positive and engaging learning environment instead of getting pushed out of their schools? Or are students experiencing a different kind of alienation from their school communities that has replaced suspensions? Extensive site visits and data collection from educators, students, and parents, which are not in this report, would help answer these questions.

This report is focused on recent education equity and racial justice trends in LBUSD related to school climate. We explore how students, especially students of color and high-need students — low-income, English Learner, special education, and foster youth — have been impacted in recent years by exclusionary school climate practices (such as suspensions, classroom removals, school-based arrests/citations, and involuntary transfers from comprehensive to alternative schools). The findings and recommendations in this report seek to encourage more district-community collaboration that support student learning and a universal pathway to college and career for LBUSD students—particularly high-need students.

LBUSD must make a bold and intentional shift away from exclusionary policies and practices that have pushed students away from school to a new school climate paradigm that protects student rights and dignity, and promotes social-emotional wellness and racial justice for all students, parents, and educators of Long Beach. A new and explicitly positive school climate model, as opposed to the current punitive model, requires asset-based, restorative, and trauma-informed strategies, training, and practices and must be built in partnership with students, parents, and stakeholders in order to be responsive and accountable to LBUSD’s community.

“Long Beach is successful in many ways but it needs to focus more on guaranteeing the success of male African American students and increasing parent engagement. The district needs to help teachers build the skills necessary to be patient with their students, reach out to their students, and strive for excellence without complaining. Students must know that we love them.” —Reverend Leon Wood


4 Descriptions of these positive school climate strategies can be found in Appendix 1 and “How to Fix School Discipline Toolkit for Educators” available at www.FixSchoolDiscipline.org.

LBUSD is the third largest school district in California. It manages a budget of over $1 billion and is tasked with molding the minds of a diverse group of almost 78,000 students every year. School climate arose as an issue in the 2012-13 school year, when 11,752 suspensions were documented in the district — the highest number of suspensions recorded in Long Beach’s recent history. Black students accounted for 38 percent of these suspensions, while White students—who made up the same proportion of LBUSD’s enrollment (15 percent)—accounted for only 7 percent. Long Beach students and allies led a response by launching the Every Student Matters campaign (ESM) in partnership with the Building Healthy Communities: Long Beach (BHCLB) Youth Committee to address school climate in March 2013. The ESM campaign (consisting of LBUSD high school students and recent alumni) continues to advocate for a healthy, supportive and positive learning environment for all students, especially students of color. The BHCLB Youth Committee is a community collaborative of eight youth-serving organizations in Long Beach whose membership has engaged thousands of Long Beach youth, parents, and community members since 2011.

LBUSD attempted to respond to the community’s demand for more positive school climate policies and practices in October 2013 with the passage of a school board resolution—Resolution No. 100813-C on School Discipline Principles and Practices (Appendix 2). The resolution recommends school administrators and staff monitor the overuse of suspensions among particular schools and/or subgroups by using alternatives whenever possible (suggested options include conflict resolution, school-wide positive behavior supports, and restorative practices) to teach students “appropriate behaviors.” ESM members have since recognized that the resolution was largely a symbolic victory. The resolution encourages schools to suspend less but does not lead with a comprehensive, bold, or proactive vision for positive school climate, and has not been accompanied by funding, infrastructure, or policies that are critically necessary to truly transform learning conditions.

Restorative practices in schools are based on restorative justice principles that aim to build classroom communities supported by clear agreements, authentic communication, and specific tools to bring issues and conflicts forward in a helpful way. Restorative practices provide pathways to repair harms by bringing together those who are affected by misbehavior in a dialogue to address concerns, achieve understanding, and come to agreement about setting things right (see Appendix 1).

---


8 ID.

9 Organizations include California Conference for Equality and Justice, Californians for Justice, Children’s Defense Fund-California, Educated Men with Meaningful Messages, Filipino Migrant Center, Genders and Sexualities Alliance Network (formerly known as the Gay-Straight Alliance Network), Khmer Girls in Action, and Success in Challenges, Inc.

LBUSD must do more than put words on paper in order to change the personal experiences of students in their schools.

ESM has been supported and inspired by a wave of school climate reform momentum on the statewide and national levels that has helped community members and educators envision a shift away from punitive and exclusionary policies and practices. For years, dozens of grassroots, advocacy, youth-serving, and legal organizations all over California—many of them part of the Dignity In Schools Campaign\(^\text{11}\)—have been shining a light on the school-to-prison pipeline, which has been fueled since the 1990s and 2000s by zero tolerance discipline policies and practices that push students out of class and into the juvenile and criminal justice systems.\(^\text{12}\) Decades of national research has shown that suspending students is not an effective behavior management practice, and in fact, often exacerbates unwelcome student behavior. Students who are suspended lose important instructional time, and are more likely to fall behind in school, drop out, and have contact with the juvenile justice system.\(^\text{13}\)

A positive school climate, by contrast, helps students learn and perform better academically.\(^\text{14}\) California has passed several pieces of legislation since 2012 to improve student access to alternatives to suspensions, and other important legislative efforts are still in progress to further protect student rights and support their social-emotional well-being. The California Legislature also affirmed the importance of school climate by making it a state priority under the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF),\(^\text{15}\) which became law in 2013. The federal government concurred in late 2015 when it passed a reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the Every Student Succeeds Act,\(^\text{16}\) that required school climate as an additional indicator of school quality for state-level school accountability systems.

School districts and educators across California and the nation have begun demonstrating increased commitment to responding to community concerns. Research confirms that community engagement is a critical component to ensuring positive school climate.\(^\text{17}\)

---

\(^\text{11}\) The Dignity in Schools Campaign (DSC) is a national coalition challenging the systemic problem of pushout in the nation's schools and working to dismantle the school-to-prison pipeline. DSC builds power amongst parents, youth, organizers, advocates and educators to transform their own communities, support alternatives to a culture of zero-tolerance, punishment, criminalization and the dismantling of public schools, and fight racism and all forms of oppression. It brings together members through direct action organizing, public policy advocacy and leadership development to fight for the human right of every young person to a quality education and to be treated with dignity. See [http://www.dignityinschools.org/about-us](http://www.dignityinschools.org/about-us).


\(^\text{15}\) In 2013 California passed the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) law, which changed the funding formula for public schools to increase flexibility, simplicity, and equity. Funding levels increased in most cases, especially in schools with higher enrollment of high-need students—low-income, foster youth, and English Learners.

\(^\text{16}\) In 2015 President Barack Obama signed the Every Student Success Act (ESSA) to replace the 2002 No Child Left Behind legislation and reduce the federal government’s role in education policy in areas such as teacher quality, testing, and oversight of low-performing schools.

LBUSD, on the other hand, has been closed off to ESM members and allies’ concerns about the need for restorative justice and targeted responses to racially disproportionate discipline. While the district has won various awards, including the Broad Prize in 2003, LBUSD leaders have consistently been resistant to suggestions, student and community feedback, and constructive criticism on this issue.

Over the past several years, ESM members and allies have attempted dialogue at meetings with LBUSD school board members and the current superintendent, Christopher Steinhauser, however students have often felt dismissed, ignored, and disrespected when discussing ESM’s ultimate bottom lines: dignity, racial justice, and access to the curriculum. Students, parents, and youth-serving organizations are experts in their own experiences and needs, and should be able to share in the decision making that impacts them most. Healthy disagreement between the district and ESM should lead to more dialogue to find common ground, not less. Unfortunately, healthy debate with community as a means to achieve positive change is not yet part of LBUSD’s culture. At school board meetings, members typically conduct the district’s business in less than an hour. Most items pass unanimously and with little discussion, and even less meaningful community engagement. The voices of many youth, parents, and community stakeholders who seek to discuss solutions to close discipline gaps, and achieve racial justice and education equity, go unacknowledged.

ESM remains hopeful that by transforming school climate in LBUSD schools, the district-level climate will also become more welcoming and respectful to students and parents’ perspectives, including those who come with constructive feedback about how to make LBUSD stronger. LBUSD’s “America’s Best Urban Schools” narrative, frequently touted through self-proclamations, media, and data, tells only part of the story. This report is an attempt to present the parts untold and to envision a more just future where LBUSD lives up to that title.

**FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS**

In 2015, Public Counsel submitted a comprehensive Public Records Act (PRA) request (Appendix 2) to LBUSD to review all school climate policies and data related to the district’s school discipline practices. This request included data on suspensions, expulsions, involuntary transfers, school-based arrests, and school-based citations for LBUSD students disaggregated in numerous ways, including by race, ethnicity, school (and small learning community, if applicable), gender, and the status of foster youth, homelessness, special education, and English Learner. The authors looked for disparities between schools, within schools, and among high-need student subgroups to determine important school climate trends in Long Beach schools. The findings are also informed by a budget analysis of LBUSD’s spending on policing and prevention strategies, as well as qualitative data including high school codes of conduct, and input from youth, parents, educators, and community members at ESM’s *Voices & Visions* School Culture and Climate Town Hall on April 2, 2016. The report’s methodology can be found in Appendix 4.
Reported suspensions in LBUSD and across California have declined.\(^{18}\) While suspensions have dropped for every racial subgroup, as well as English Learner students, two groups of students are consistently suspended more frequently in LBUSD: Black students and special education students.

In the 2011-12 school year there were 11.4 suspensions per 100 LBUSD students. When disaggregated by race and ethnicity in the same year, the numbers grow to 37 suspensions per 100 Black students, 14 suspensions per 100 Latino students, and shrinks to five suspensions per 100 White students. As suspensions have declined in recent years, the district frequency dropped in 2014-15 to 5.6 suspensions per 100 LBUSD students; and to 27 and eight suspensions for every 100 Black students and Latino students, respectively.

This data shows a persistent discipline gap at a district level, which is most severe among Black students. American Indian (at 10 suspensions per 100 students), Pacific Islander (at eight suspensions per 100 students), and multi-racial students (at seven suspensions per 100 students) are also suspended more frequently than their White peers, who had two suspensions per 100 White students in 2014-15. At this rate, LBUSD would need to issue 93 percent fewer suspensions to Black students to match the frequency of suspension for White students.

---


\(^{19}\) This graph represents LBUSD student enrollment by race for only the 2014-2015 school year. These demographic percentages have not varied much in LBUSD over the past four school years.
Moreover, while White and Black students make up the same percentage of LBUSD’s enrollment (about 14), Black students are almost 14 times more likely to be suspended than their White peers. Latinos and Pacific Islanders are four times more likely to be suspended than White students. There is no evidence that overrepresentation of Black students in school suspension is due to higher rates of misbehavior.\textsuperscript{20} Instead Black students are far more likely to be punished than their White classmates for reasons that require the subjective judgment of school staff, such as disrespect, excessive noise, and loitering.\textsuperscript{21} This data and related research should motivate LBUSD to proactively address the root causes of disparate impact based on race, and foster strategies that are informed by a racial analysis to ensure positive learning environments for all students of color.

![LBUSD Suspensions by Race/Ethnicity](graph.png)

“While White and Black students make up the same percentage of LBUSD’s enrollment, Black students are almost 14 times more likely to be suspended than their White peers.”

Similar to suspensions, Blacks students receive a disproportionately high number of other discipline that removes them from their school settings. An involuntary transfer (IT) happens when a school district transfers a student to an alternative school against the wishes of a student or the student’s parent/guardian. A referral for immediate action (RIA) functions similarly to an expulsion or a placement at an alternative school setting. Based on the data received from the district, involuntary transfers and referrals for immediate action can be issued for many different offenses, including disruption, possession of drugs or dangerous objects, and threats. As presented in the graphs, Black students have received an increasing and disproportionate number of RIAs and ITs over the past four years. In the 2011-12 school year, they constituted nearly 40 percent of involuntary transfers, which increased to nearly 50 percent in the 2014-15 school year. Over the same period of time, Black students went from receiving about 35 percent to nearly 50 percent of all RIAs issued by LBUSD. It bears repeating that Black students constitute about 14 percent of the


\textsuperscript{22} The suspensions in this graph are presented as suspensions per 100 students. For instance, during the 2011-12 school year, White students received five suspensions per 100 White students enrolled in the district. In the same year, Black LBUSD students received 37 suspensions per 100 Black students enrolled in the district.
district’s population. Together, Black and Latino students make up 93 percent of LBUSD’s ITs, while comprising 69 percent of enrollment.

It is imperative to have a dialogue among educators, students, parents, and stakeholders about the conditions fueling this racial discipline gap. One common issue to address is implicit bias—a set of “attitudes or stereotypes that affect our understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner” and “are activated involuntarily and without an individual’s awareness or intentional control.” Implicit bias can lead educators to unconsciously tolerate more behavior and attitude, for example, from White students than from students of color. LBUSD’s response to external factors that may correlate to race should also be examined, such as trauma, exposure to violence, poverty, homelessness, familial instability, mental health needs, excessive policing, etc.

Special education students in LBUSD have also experienced a higher rate of suspension over the last five years compared to the district average and other student subgroups. From 2011-13, there were 22 suspensions for every 100 students

![Image of students]

“I was suspended for three days for talking back to a teacher. Afterwards I felt bad because I have never disrespected a teacher before and I loved art class.” –Crystal

24 Crystal. Personal Interview. 2 April 2016.
in special education. The frequency decreased significantly in 2013-14 to 13 suspensions, but then rose slightly again in 2014-15 to 17 suspensions per 100 special education students. This district increase contrasts with all the decreases among other student subgroups in LBUSD. A closer look at school site level data shows alarmingly high rates of suspension for special education students in some parts of LBUSD. There were 12 schools that suspended 20 percent or more of their special education students in the last two school years that averaged 42 suspensions per 100 special education students. Eight out of the 12 schools that suspended 20 percent or more of their special education students are middle schools.

Special education students also need a targeted approach to ensure they have access to a positive learning environment and the curriculum. Federal and state laws require that students in special education cannot be excluded from the curriculum for disability-related behavior. The frequency of suspensions for special education students in some LBUSD schools—which at their worst top over 50 suspensions per 100 special education students—should prompt the district to examine the impact of the district or school’s discipline practices on students with disabilities, and to invest in trainings and implementation of alternatives that are developmentally appropriate and free of discrimination.

“The frequency of suspensions for special education students in some LBUSD schools are more than 50 suspensions per 100 special education students.”

FINDING #2
The district’s discipline policies are not tailored toward the unique situation of Long Beach students and do not provide schools with guidance for implementing preventative school climate strategies, which results in the inconsistent treatment of students.

The district’s school discipline policies can be found in a number of different documents, including board policies, administrative regulations, resolutions, parent guidelines, and school-based codes of conduct. Despite repeated community input to the contrary and despite students’ testimony about how implementation of school discipline policies widely varies in different schools across LBUSD, the district does not have a consolidated, district-wide document that clearly articulates how school officials and educators should go about creating a supportive school environment. Generally, the district’s policies are nearly identical to the sample policies written by the California School Boards Association and contain little to no modifications based on the district’s local needs and characteristics.26

Over the past two decades research has shown that punitive school discipline methods such as suspensions and expulsions do not improve student behavior27 or keep schools safe.28 In response to this knowledge, California educators have implemented research-based school climate strategies as a way to keep students in school learning. In 2013, Fresno Unified School District Board adopted a resolution to minimize losses of instructional time and implement restorative school discipline principles and practices.29 Building on the school discipline reform work started in 2007 with its Discipline Foundation Policy, the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) Board of Education adopted the School Climate Bill of Rights in 2013, which directed the superintendent to eliminate suspensions and expulsions for willful defiance and implement restorative justice in all LAUSD schools by 2020.30

Similarly in 2012 and 2014, the boards of the Oakland and San Francisco school districts, respectively, committed to addressing disproportionality by reviewing and releasing school

---

climate data to inform decisions about school discipline. After months of advocacy by a broad coalition of community groups and civil rights advocates, students, parents and teachers, the Oakland Unified School Board voted unanimously to end suspensions and involuntary transfers for ‘willful defiance and disruption’ as of July 1, 2016. The Oakland Unified School Board also made a formal and unprecedented commitment to invest $2.3 million in the 2015-16 fiscal year to expand violence intervention and prevention strategies that help students achieve educational success. In contrast, LBUSD’s page-long board resolution, School Discipline Principles and Practices (Appendix 1), mandates nothing, provides no incentives for action, and merely encourages school and district administration to use their discretion in vague, unenforceable ways.

While discretion is certainly important when determining the root causes of student behavior and deciding how to address incidents, clarity and consistency are also of the utmost importance. It is a best practice for teachers to be very clear about behavior expectations for their students. Similarly, it is important for a school district to have clear expectations for good school discipline practice, including how to prevent behavior problems, how to intervene and treat students when issues arise, and how to appropriately hold students accountable. In the absence of a comprehensive document detailing school discipline polices or setting out a clear vision of positive school climate, the result is a patchwork of policies and practices resulting in inconsistent student treatment.

A CLOSER LOOK AT LBUSD HIGH SCHOOL POLICIES

LBUSD school-based codes of conduct are not created equal. A review of these codes at the high school level show similarities among some schools, but also varying levels of detail and harshness of exclusionary practices. While this review does not account for the application and enforcement of the written policies, having different standards and expectations across the same district can lead to differences in how school staff and teachers manage discipline and the consequences students receive.

If we measure what we value, the emphasis of each school’s code of conduct should lead school and district leaders to consider what the codes say about their expectations of students. For example, Jordan, McBride, and Lakewood high schools distinguish themselves by having perhaps the harshest codes of conduct language among LBUSD’s high schools. Jordan’s code forbids 31 behavioral actions and lists out-of-school

---


33 This includes the following LBUSD high schools: Beach, Cabrillo, California Academy of Mathematics and Science (CAMS), Jordan, Jordan PLUS, Lakewood, Millikan, McBride, Poly, Poly PAAL, Reid, Renaissance, and Wilson.
suspension as a consequence for each of them.34 Suspendable offenses range from willful defiance,35 profanity, throwing food/littering, and possessing “distracting toys” to using/possessing drugs and/or alcohol, assaults on staff, and theft.36 Jordan, Lakewood, and McBride students can receive a one- to five-day suspension as a result of the first incident of willful defiance, and may be subject to an involuntary transfer upon the second incident at Jordan and Lakewood37, and the third incident at McBride.38 “Possible police action” is listed as a consequence for the first incident of “loitering, ditching, [or] leaving class without permission” at Lakewood39 and Jordan,40 and the second incident of food throwing at Jordan.41 Using profanity toward a staff member can result in a suspension on the first incident, and in an involuntary transfer upon the second at all three high schools.

There are several updates to these school-based codes that are long overdue to conform to recent statewide legal changes and LBUSD’s own school discipline resolution about providing students with alternatives to suspension. It is important to acknowledge that school staff use discretion, particularly with low-level incidents, and the consequences for misbehavior may not be as harsh as what is stated in the codes—especially if the student and teacher/staff have a good relationship. Thus, it is imperative to change these harsh and exclusionary school codes of conduct at all levels to support school staff with a framework of positive approaches, and to protect against schools going too far. The policies for tardiness and dress code were reviewed as examples.

**TARDINESS**

Almost every high school (12 of the 13) reviewed have consequences for students who are late to school or late between class periods.42 Eight of the 13 high schools list in-school or

---


35 In January 2015, Governor Brown signed a law that eliminated California Education Code Section 48900(k), ‘willful defiance,’ as a reason to suspend students in kindergarten through 3rd grade and as a reason to expel students in any grade. Some districts across California have decided to stop the practices of suspending or expelling any student for disruption or defiance. Data shows that suspensions for this subjective offense are even more disproportionate than for other offenses. See Losen, Daniel, “Closing the School Discipline Gap in California: Signs of Progress,” 23 November 2015, https://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/resources/projects/center-for-civil-rights-remedies/school-to-prison-folder/summary-reports/ccrr-school-to-prison-pipeline-2015.


41 ID.

42 CAMS did not have a tardy policy online.
out-of-school suspension as a consequence for tardiness after the first 10 or 20 minutes of class. At Jordan, “students who are tardy to Periods 3, 5, and 6 will be assigned to the suspension center for the following instructional day,” and to SWAT (Students Who Are Tardy) if they are tardy upon arriving to school. Poly and Poly PAAL’s codes include harsh language describing that students who are late three times or more will be “locked out” of class, sent to “ACE” (Alternative Classroom Environment), and marked absent. These policies are especially troubling as California law prohibits suspensions for students who are late or absent.

Schools have different policies on excusing tardies that can impact whether a student misses classroom instruction and the opportunity to make-up assignments. At Wilson and Renaissance, parent notes explaining tardiness are not accepted and students are excused only if they have a note from the doctor on official letterhead. Millikan also asks for official doctor/dentist/court slip. At Jordan, parents need to physically accompany the student to school to have a tardy excused. As the unexcused tardies accrue, harsher consequences may be applied including being identified as a truant, referred to the School Attendance Review Board/Team, and eventually being dropped from the class where the tardies originated.

One collateral consequence that flies in the face of achieving the mission of public schools is the loss of instructional time. Responding to a tardy with an in-school suspension that can snowball into an out-of-school suspension only increases a student’s lost learning time and is not effective in addressing the underlying circumstances. Students who fall behind academically because they have missed many days of instruction may be transferred from a comprehensive high school to a continuation or alternative school that will have limited access to the A-G curriculum, well-resourced sports programs, and other student clubs and activities that are important to student life. Even if they aren’t transferred out of their

“In cases of truancy, students forfeit the right to make up assignments and lose all credit for assignments due.” —Jordan High School Policies and Procedures 2010-2011

43 These schools are Jordan, Jordan PLUS, Lakewood, Millikan, Poly, Poly PAAL, Renaissance, Wilson.
44 The SWAT room is where students are supervised for the remainder of the period after an unexcused tardy.
51 ID.
52 Stephanie. Personal Interview. 2 April 2016.
53 The A-G curriculum refers to coursework the University of California and California State University systems require of entering freshmen. The focus of alternative schools has been credit recovery, therefore, students are provided with limited access to the A-G/college preparatory track.
schools, it is unclear how students spend their time in SWAT or ACE when they are sent there for being late. “Students in SWAT really don’t do anything, and they only have chairs or standing. It always depends who is looking over us if they let us do homework.”

DRESS CODE

The general expectation is that students “wearing inappropriate clothing or who are inappropriately groomed will not be allowed to attend class until they make changes necessary to meet the LBUSD’s dress and grooming requirements” across LBUSD high schools. The following schools list in-school and/or out-of-school suspension as a consequence for being out-of-uniform: CAMS, Lakewood, Poly, Poly PAAL, Millikan, Renaissance, and Wilson. At Jordan and Jordan PLUS students will be suspended on the basis of willful defiance for a dress code violation. Wilson may have the harshest written policy that includes receiving a $10 fine per article of clothing when a student borrows shirts or pants from the school and fails to return the clothing.

The inconsistencies in these codes of conduct—whether minimal or significant—should prompt a conversation about the potential of two LBUSD students from different schools engaging in the same behavior, yet resulting in one student being counseled or warned while another is suspended or forced to transfer schools. Some high schools give students more chances than others for low-level misbehavior before negative consequences kick in. It is simply unfair, for example, to require families at one school to submit doctors’ notes on official letterhead in order to be excused for being tardy, while a parent note is just fine at the school across town. In this particular case, the notion of personal responsibility is taken too far and the needs of low-income students from working families who may lack access to healthcare are being disregarded and sometimes criminalized.

School codes of conduct should be “viewed as learning opportunities, not as vehicles for excluding students.” As a school community it is essential to remember that these codes of conduct should be meant to improve relationships and community agreements at school to build a positive learning environment for all. Many of the punitive measures in these codes only succeed in holding students further back for social-emotional, home, and community factors that are often not in their control. By limiting a school’s response to the punitive consequences of a suspension, involuntary transfer, or school-based citation/arrest, LBUSD schools are limiting the extent to which they can help a young person learn, heal, and grow under sometimes difficult life circumstances.

“I almost did not graduate due to chronic absences. I would rather be absent than late because I wanted to avoid standing in a room doing nothing.” —Brian

“I had a positive experience with a math teacher who was a good role model and went out of her way to provide support for three years.” —Timothy

55 Student Interview. 12 Oct. 2016. Name has been redacted to protect student privacy.
56 Brian. Personal Interview. 2 April 2016.
61 Timothy. Personal Interview. 2 April 2016.
In response to the PRA request, the district produced spreadsheets and budget documents detailing expenditures on various campus security officers, school resource officers, and law enforcement operations. For the past four years, the district’s investment in law enforcement has dwarfed the amount it has spent on prevention-focused strategies, such as the Safe and Civil Schools program, restorative justice (RJ), and the Building Bridges program. The district has spent over $35 million on policing students from the 2011-12 school year to 2014-15 school year as compared to only $117,112 during the same time period to support the Safe and Civil initiative, its primary school climate program. In each of the last four years, salaries and benefits have accounted for at least 93 percent of money spent on policing students. The expenditures have declined since 2013, and a possible explanation is that school police and security funding has shifted to the school site level since the implementation of LCFF. LBUSD is unique in the amount of supplemental and concentration funding it has pushed to the school sites with large concentrations of high-need students.

FINDING #3
Over the past four years, LBUSD invested 200 times more on law enforcement—which has never been proven to improve the outcomes for high-needs students—than on prevention-focused positive school climate strategies that have been proven to support academic opportunities and outcomes for all students.

We included the amount spent by the district - not specific school sites - on each of these categories. Further, the district did not clarify when we requested clarification regarding the placement of officers to understand the expenditures and if these amounts accounted for all officers in the payroll documents. The authors selected Safe and Civil, Restorative Justice, and Building Bridges as school climate strategies that are prevention-focused and positive. Included in “law enforcement” are campus security officers, school resource officers, and other security personnel. The primary function of these positions is enforcement of laws and/or school rules, regardless of validity. There are school staff who may be trained in restorative justice or other prevention-focused school climate strategies - such as deans – whose salaries have not been counted in the expenditures for prevention-focused strategies. This is because they also serve punitive functions, such as suspension or referral for expulsion. There is other positive programming that contributes to positive school climate and prevention, some of which is also detailed in this report, for which budgetary information was not received or available.

62 We included the amount spent by the district - not specific school sites - on each of these categories. Further, the district did not clarify when we requested clarification regarding the placement of officers to understand the expenditures and if these amounts accounted for all officers in the payroll documents. The authors selected Safe and Civil, Restorative Justice, and Building Bridges as school climate strategies that are prevention-focused and positive. Included in “law enforcement” are campus security officers, school resource officers, and other security personnel. The primary function of these positions is enforcement of laws and/or school rules, regardless of validity. There are school staff who may be trained in restorative justice or other prevention-focused school climate strategies - such as deans – whose salaries have not been counted in the expenditures for prevention-focused strategies. This is because they also serve punitive functions, such as suspension or referral for expulsion. There is other positive programming that contributes to positive school climate and prevention, some of which is also detailed in this report, for which budgetary information was not received or available.

63 The figures in this column do not include the amounts of money that the Long Beach Police Department contributes to law enforcement services nor the cost for probation officers stationed at some schools. It is important to note that while the expenditures on law enforcement seem to decline every year, the number of law enforcement positions fluctuates but does not correlate to these expenditures.

64 This figure includes fees paid for substitute teachers during Safe and Civil training days, which is information that was not provided for the previous school years. The Safe and Civil column reflects the maximum value possible from Safe and Civil contracts. The maximum contract values were not realized because Teaching Strategies, the organization tasked with providing training for Safe and Civil programs, had expenses that were lower than the contracts specified.

### Expenditures on Law Enforcement, Safe and Civil Initiative, and Restorative Justice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Year</th>
<th>Law Enforcement</th>
<th>Safe and Civil</th>
<th>Restorative Justice</th>
<th>Building Bridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>$10.13 million63</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>$8.53 million</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>$8.69 million</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-2015</td>
<td>$7.72 million</td>
<td>$47,11264</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$26,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$35.07 million</td>
<td>$117,112</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$33,745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2003, LBUSD adopted the Safe and Civil Schools initiative as its primary school discipline program, which aims to train teachers on effective behavior management. The impetus to implement Safe and Civil Schools was to “recoup 2 weeks of instruction” every school year by “quelling interruptions to instructional time.”

In 2014, LBUSD initially responded to ESM pressure to build more positive relationships with students and begin implementing restorative justice in schools by earmarking LCFF supplemental and concentration funds in its Local Control Accountability Plan. Restorative justice originally used in the justice context and adapted for use in school settings, is a set of principles and practices centered on promoting respect among students, teachers, and staff, taking responsibility for one’s actions, and strengthening relationships in the school community. However, many district administrators and board members remain uninformed about the purpose of restorative justice. One district administrator told parents that restorative justice is mainly for supporting high-risk students. Despite earmarking $100,000 in 2014-15 and $190,000 in 2015-16, the district has yet to spend any of the modest $290,000 set aside for district-wide implementation of restorative justice.

In contrast, many California districts have committed significant funding and are implementing school-wide positive behavior interventions and supports (SWPBIS), restorative justice, trauma-informed strategies, and other evidence-based approaches. LBUSD students, parents and ESM members have requested the district invest more funds in these effective, evidence-based prevention strategies instead of relying on law enforcement to craft school climate. However, LBUSD board members remain opposed to reevaluating the district’s current expenditures on law enforcement. A few LBUSD school sites have invested in or explored the implementation of restorative practices as an alternative to punitive school climate. These schools are using their school site budgets to support implementation. Reid Continuation High School was the first LBUSD school to hire a full-time restorative justice coordinator.

Support staff positions (such as psychologists, mental health professionals, counselors, and nurses) play a critical role in creating a positive school climate for students and teachers. These adults act as a buffer against the use of law enforcement to deal with day-to-day behavioral challenges. Research has shown that positive relationships between adults and students, and caring interactions are important protective factors that contribute to more positive school climate and also higher academic achievement. Support staff can

---

65 Long Beach Unified School District. Safe and Civil School Initiative Description. Available upon request.
66 Supplemental and concentration funds are state dollars generated by a district’s enrollment of low-income, English Learner, and Foster Youth (or high-need) students. LCFF legislation intends these funds be used to increase services and improve outcomes for high-need students. 5 CCR 15496(a).
68 Long Bach Unified School District. “Federal Waiver, Local Control Funding.” The “revised” and “amended” Local Control Accountability Plans for the 2014-15 and 2015-16 school years are available at http://www.lbud.k12.ca.usd/Departments/Local_Control/. Our review of PRA documents revealed that RJ expenditures have been made exclusively by school sites with no assistance from the District.
71 To date Reid, Cabrillo, and Beach High Schools, and Franklin Classical Middle School have also invested school site funds on restorative practices.
often facilitate positive relationship building and interactions in the school community. Counselors also play a particularly important role in ensuring high-need students have equitable access to a rigorous education and are enrolled in college prep and Advanced Placement courses. The number of counselors throughout LBUSD has declined in recent years, dropping from 184 in 2008 to 107 counselors in 2014. The American School Counselor Association recommends a counselor-to-student ratio of 1:250. In 2015, the counselor-to-student ratio in LBUSD was 1:670. Based on 2015-16 enrollment of approximately 77,812, LBUSD would need to employ 311 counselors to reach the national standard, or hire an additional 192 counselors.

At a school site level, LBUSD has fostered partnerships with some community-based organizations to provide direct services that also help create a positive school climate. For example, there are four school-based wellness centers in the district run by The Children's Clinic at Cesar Chavez Elementary, International Elementary, Hamilton Middle School, and Roosevelt Elementary. The centers are set up “to provide quality, integrated, innovative health care that will contribute to a healthy community, focusing on those in need and working with patients and the community.” LBUSD has also contracted with the California Conference for Equality and Justice (CCEJ) to provide Building Bridges, a multi-racial human relations program to develop young people’s knowledge of inequities in their families, schools and communities and build their capacity to explore ways to change the odds. LBUSD schools have partnered with CCEJ to make the program accessible at select high schools and support their students’ positive youth leadership development.

73 Letter to Public Counsel from LBUSD’s legal counsel North, Nash, and Abendroth, received 11 December 2015.
75 Letter to Public Counsel from LBUSD’s legal counsel North, Nash, and Abendroth, received 11 December 2015. Calculations by Children’s Defense Fund-CA based on LBUSD’s enrollment figures on DataQuest in the 2014-15 school year.
76 Letter to Public Counsel from LBUSD’s legal counsel North, Nash, and Abendroth, received 11 December 2015.
The February 2015 PRA request contained inquiries about law enforcement and its role on and around LBUSD campuses, specifically a request to LBUSD to provide the numbers of:

i. Referrals to law enforcement, including whether the referral was mandatory, the school making the referral, the policing agency to which the student was referred, and whether the student was arrested as a result of the referral;

ii. Arrests of students made at or near school sites, disaggregated by school from which the student was arrested and the policing agency making the arrests;

iii. Citations/tickets of students issued at or near school sites, disaggregated by school from which the student was cited and the policing agency [.] 78

In response to these requests, the district produced documents that contained “incident” totals by type and by person. Despite repeated requests for clarification, district officials did not clearly explain what these “incidents” were or whether they were calls to police, interactions with law enforcement on campus, citations, or arrests. 79 The district was also unclear as to which law enforcement agency attended to and documented these “incidents,” and about the demographic data for those students who committed these offenses. Finally, it is unclear whether these incidents happened on a LBUSD school campus or were just attributable to students attending various LBUSD schools.

According to the data received, over the past three years the most frequent incidents associated with police contact were habitual truancy, daytime loitering, and possession of tobacco, marijuana, or permanent markers. Similarly, based on trends of disproportionality across LBUSD, the state of California and the country, Black students have routinely received a higher proportion of the incidents as they make up 14 percent of LBUSD’s enrollment but receive about a quarter of the incidents. White students, who are the same percentage of LBUSD’s enrollment as Black students,

78 See Appendix 3.
79 Under California law, an arrest is defined as a law enforcement officer or citizen taking a person into custody. Alternately, a citation is a written order for the recipient to appear before a magistrate or probation officer at a later date. See California Penal Code Sec. 834, California Welfare and Institutions Code Sec. 600, et. seq.
received six percent of the incidents in the most recent year for which there is data (2014-15). When combined with the 62 percent of incidents going to Latino students, Black and Latino students make up the lion share of the documented incidents with law enforcement (86 percent), while collectively making up 69 percent of LBUSD’s enrollment. The disproportionate impact of these incidents on students of color is even more troubling as involvement with the police often leads to poorer academic outcomes for youth. Research shows that a first time arrest doubles the chances that a student will drop out of high school and a first time court appearance quadruples those chances.80

---

Every Student Matters (ESM) youth and adult allies have offered many solutions to teachers, administrators, LBUSD school board members and Superintendent Steinhauser to foster a more positive learning environment based on principles of racial justice and equity. Those solutions are student-centered and have been incorporated into the following recommendations for LBUSD.

1. Genuinely engage students, parents, and community members in a dialogue about a collective vision for racial justice, equity, and positive school climate in LBUSD.

Every member of the school and district’s learning community must play a role and take responsibility for contributing and maintaining a positive environment. Schools are more successful when students, parents and educators all feel connected to the larger school community and have a voice. When everyone feels valued and is treated with respect, students perform better academically, teachers feel more supported, and parents are more involved. Dialogue is an important component to building positive relationships and trust among district leaders, school staff, students, parents, teachers, and community members. Dialogue about LBUSD’s strengths and challenges opens up new partnerships, strategies, and solutions to address the racial injustices and educational inequities that fuel the school-to-prison pipeline in LBUSD. ESM youth leaders, adult allies, and a number of community-based organizations have publicly raised hard questions about fairness, equity and racial justice the district faces in achieving its mission. Will LBUSD school board members, Superintendent Steinhauser, and assistant superintendents address these community concerns in a public discourse focused on student needs and innovative solutions?
2. Collect, publicly disseminate, and study disaggregated school discipline data by race and other high-need student demographics.

Transparency and accountability are critical practices for students and school boards alike. As part of the shared responsibility to foster positive school climates, we must know the baseline of needs in the LBUSD community and assess the health of the district’s school climate. Exclusionary discipline comes in many forms—some are formally documented and some are not. LBUSD should continue measuring out-of-school and in-school suspensions (including the use of ACE, OCS, SWAT, teacher buddy systems, and other classroom removals), and expulsions. The district should also begin to meticulously collect and disseminate data on involuntary transfers, referrals to law enforcement, school-based citations, and school-based arrests. Collecting and studying this data with community will show whether suspensions are declining because positive school climates are addressing the root causes of behavior issues, or if schools are shifting to other forms of exclusionary discipline such as classroom removals or school-based citations, which are not as well documented. This data should be easy for students, parents, and community members to access and interpret.

The Data Dashboard on LBUSD’s website is a good example of publicly accessible data. That data should include all of the above indicators and be disaggregated by all racial/ethnic categories, gender, school sites, and high-need student subgroups (foster youth, homeless, special education, and English Learner students). In Long Beach it is critical to further disaggregate the Asian subgroup currently utilized by the district to account for the experience of the significant Cambodian student population.

3. Create and adopt a district-wide, model code of conduct that provides every school with consistent guidelines and practices to proactively create positive learning environments.

LBUSD students and educators need the right tools and resources to proactively create positive, supportive environments where learning thrives and student expectations are consistently high. The status quo is a patchwork of school discipline policies and practices that provides little guidance, results in different responses to student behavior, and ultimately feeds the disproportionate impact of these policies on some students. More schools and districts across the country are adopting positive school climate strategies to create healthier learning environments that have proven to deter discipline problems, improve student success and allow teachers to focus more on student growth and learning. Similarly, LBUSD’s code of conduct should include positive, trauma-informed and healthy alternatives to suspension such as restorative justice, sessions with a mental health professional or a counselor, visits to a school-based wellness center, and other evidence-based solutions. The Dignity In Schools Model Code of Conduct has strong language to consider adopting, as well as the policies of the Oakland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles school districts. LBUSD superintendent, assistant superintendents, and school administrators should align teacher
4. Address racial disparities by investing in implicit bias training, and by setting targeted goals to reduce exclusionary discipline for overrepresented student subgroups.

LBUSD must address race in a proactive and healing way. To summarize the impact of the continuum of exclusionary discipline practices on Black students in LBUSD—they make up 14 percent of enrollment, yet 43 percent of suspensions; 49 percent of involuntary transfers; 48 percent of referrals for immediate action; and 24 percent of “incidents” with police. We need healthy, supportive school climates that treat every student fairly and without bias, and that nurture each student’s growth and learning. Embracing positive school climate strategies will foster better relationships with all students, including Black students, however a direct approach is also necessary because we have seen suspensions decline but disproportionality has increased. Implicit bias training is a meaningful way to concretely address the disparate impacts that exist for Black, Latino, Pacific Islander, American Indian, multi-racial, and other student subgroups. According to the Kirwain Institute, “Implicit biases are pervasive. Everyone possesses them, even people with avowed commitments to impartiality such as judges.” According therefore, implicit biases are malleable and training will help LBUSD educators and staff bring disparate impact based on race into full consciousness in order to dismantle the practices that fuel differences in how students are treated.

Our schools must support and prepare all, not just some, of our students for the future. As such, ending the enormous disparities that cause Black students to be excluded from the classroom and college prep curriculum needs to be top priority. ESM has urged LBUSD school board members to adopt a Local Control Accountability Plan with targeted goals for reducing suspensions for all overrepresented groups. For instance, LBUSD could set a goal of reducing the number of suspensions issued to Black students by 25 percent. Targeted goals should be set for all forms of exclusionary discipline and for all impacted subgroups, including special education students. Teachers and school staff working with special education students may require different kinds of training on how to respect the rights of students with disabilities and respond in ways that are appropriate and effective given their academic and social-emotional needs.

5. Spend Local Control Funding Formula supplemental and concentration funds on strategic school climate investments including restorative justice and more support staff.

LCFF presents a real opportunity to align school resources to student needs. ESM youth leaders and allies have been actively asking district leaders to adopt restorative justice into its school climate practices since 2013. Restorative justice gives students and adults the time to talk about the underlying assumptions, circumstances and causes of behavior, as well as the supports and steps to help everyone move forward positively. Some conflicts and behaviors are due to misunderstandings and disagreements. Others occur when students or educators make a mistake, and restorative justice supports their learning and growth from it. Restorative practices require students to be actively involved in communicating with the people harmed and to take responsibility when they make mistakes. This approach has proven to be more successful in reducing the possibility of future behavioral problems.

ESM members were strategic in recommending restorative justice districtwide given the growing movement across California and interest in Long Beach. LBUSD school board members and superintendents should go beyond the current symbolic and modest investment in restorative practices listed in the LCAP and use supplemental and concentration funds for school climate on restorative justice training for teachers and on hiring restorative justice coordinators. While implementation can be prioritized in the highest need schools, restorative justice can be used at any school because of its community building principles, including schools that are not high suspending or high-need.

In addition, students and educators need more support staff to help meet students’ social-emotional and academic needs. Superintendent Steinhauser should adopt the recommendation ESM members and adult allies made in May 2016 to hire 200 additional counselors, 30 mental health professionals, and 30 school-based nurses. The district should prioritize hiring these staff at the schools with the highest concentration of high-need students. Children’s Defense Fund-California prepared an Equity Index to provide LBUSD with guidance about how to define and achieve education equity—and to fulfill the needs of low-income, English Learner, and foster youth students.

6. Foster transparency about police staffing and practices to help develop a holistic school safety approach that is based on prevention and a positive school climate.

For a long time community members were under the impression that there was no school police department in LBUSD, yet there is significant police investment in schools and these officers often make contact with students over school discipline matters that should be handled administratively. Police and security staffing and roles on campus should inform the dialogue about school climate, and school safety more specifically. All school police and security budgets at the district and school site levels should be shared publicly on an annual basis, along with police and security officer assignments (disaggregated by school site). While in the best of cases police officers help ensure safety, the nation is waking up
to the loss of life and dignity because of excessive policing and force by law enforcement. Some students and parents feel safer with more police presence, and other students, especially youth of color, often do not.

The dialogue that needs to happen about excessive policing in communities of color—particularly among Black men and women—is connected to the conversations many communities are having with their school districts about over-policing at schools. This is part of a conversation about redefining what school safety looks like, especially in communities of color. Safety is not just physical. Holistic safety also considers the safety needs of the entire school community and how to take proactive steps to create a genuinely safe environment where everyone feels physically, socially and emotionally safe and supported. Students need to be able to turn to a caring teacher, counselor, mental health professional or other support staff for their own wellness and safety. Positive youth development and holistic safety requires a healthy investment in positive prevention, which should easily outweigh that of police enforcement.
CONCLUSION

A new, boldly positive school culture and climate can be fostered in every LBUSD classroom when students, educators, parents, community stakeholders, and school and district staff meaningfully engage in a respectful dialogue, and when genuine collaboration is supported. Exclusionary school climate and culture undermines the district’s mission, and most importantly the academic success and social-emotional health of students. The disparities in the application of school discipline on students of color—for Black students in particular—and special education students must be acknowledged and addressed with the community, not in a closed session or private meeting that further excludes those most impacted. The findings in this report are intended to spur dialogue about school climate that will help foster curiosity and asset-based solutions. In the future, we envision productive and engaging school board meetings characterized by meaningful debate about school climate policies and practices among other important academic issues.

The solutions and community partners needed to develop a school climate that protects student rights and dignity, promotes social-emotional wellness and learning, and achieves racial justice are within reach. The relationships and recommendations are ready to be nurtured and grown. Students like Sandy and educators like the teacher who inquired if she needed support should be recognized for cultivating a caring relationship, which is difficult to measure and codify, but is critical to practicing dignity and justice in schools. By embracing the practice of taking time to support one another’s social-emotional needs, Sandy can do what she went to school for: learn and be a valued and contributing member of her school community.
## APPENDIX 1
### POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE STRATEGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>School-wide Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (SWPBIS)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence based approach to improve student behavior and learning through behavior modeling, corrective responses, and proactive interventions, and by seeking to decrease the use of exclusionary punishments. Studies show that SWPBIS can result in a 60 percent reduction in disciplinary problems and suspensions when fully implemented. Secondary benefits include improved academic achievement and teacher retention; and a more positive school culture.(^{82})</td>
<td>SEL is an approach that promotes students’ social, emotional, and academic learning by teaching and reinforcing relationship-building, awareness, self-management, and decision-making. SEL can be built into a district’s strategic plan, staffing, professional development, budget, and curriculum.(^{83}) A recent study found that on average every $1 invested in SEL programming yields $11 in long term benefits such as reduced juvenile crime, higher lifetime earnings, and better mental and physical health.(^{84})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Trauma-informed Approaches

An estimated one half to two-thirds of children experience trauma, which is a negative external event or series of events and experiences such as maltreatment, witnessing violence, or the loss of a loved one. Traumatic experiences can impact brain development and behavior inside and outside of the classroom. Becoming trauma-informed requires a paradigm shift at the staff and organizational level to re-focus on understanding what happened to a child, rather than focusing on the conduct alone. These approaches represent a holistic approach to shaping organizational culture, practices, and policies to be sensitive to the experiences and needs of traumatized individuals.\(^{85}\)

### Restorative Practices

Restorative practices in schools are based on restorative justice principles that aim to build classroom communities supported by clear agreements, authentic communication, and specific tools to bring issues and conflicts forward in a helpful way. Restorative practices such as restorative justice circles provide pathways to repair harms by bringing together those who are affected by misbehavior in a dialogue to address concerns, achieve understanding, and come to agreement about setting things right. In addition to serving the cause of fairness and justice, restorative approaches make safer schools and contribute to social and emotional learning.\(^{86}\)

---

\(^{82}\) For evidence that SWPBIS can reduce behavioral referrals and suspensions up to 60 percent, see, e.g., Luiselli et al., 2002; McCurdy et. al., 2003; Scott, 2001; Taylor-Greene & Kartub, 2000. For evidence that SWPBIS improves academic achievement, see, e.g. Easton & Engelhard, 1982; Konstantopoulos, 2006; Roby, 2004; Snell and Mekies, 1995. For evidence for SWPBS can reduce dropout rates, see, e.g., Barrington & Hendricks, 1989. For additional information about SWPBIS, see www.pbis.org.


RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE
LONG BEACH UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
ON SCHOOL DISCIPLINE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

WHEREAS, the pursuit of academic excellence requires students to attend class regularly, and suspensions and expulsions by definition remove students from class; and

WHEREAS, while Long Beach Unified School District data show that expulsions affect less than 1 percent of students, in-school suspensions affect approximately 1 percent of students, and out-of-school suspensions affect approximately 6 percent of students, the Board recognizes that such relatively small percentages still result in students missing considerable and valuable classroom time; and

WHEREAS, existing behavior expectations and discipline procedures and practices call for teachers and administrators to make certain that rules are carried out in a fair and reasonable manner, and in dealing with behavior problems in the classroom, the first steps taken by the teacher shall include: (a) conference with the student and contact with parents; (b) referral to the counselor or principal (or designee) if there’s no change in behavior, or (c) referral to the principal (or designee) for serious infraction; and

WHEREAS, when determining appropriate consequences, administrators work from an investigation protocol that ensures the due process rights of all involved; and

WHEREAS, discipline should be equitable, timely, consistent, fair, developmentally appropriate, and match the severity of the student’s misbehavior while ensuring school safety and minimizing the loss of instructional time; and

WHEREAS, school accountability measures under the state’s recently approved Local Control Funding Formula and the U.S. Department of Education’s recently approved federal waiver from No Child Left Behind rules require close monitoring of school climate data such as student suspensions, affecting each school’s ultimate performance rating;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that this Board urges careful monitoring by school and district administrators to prevent, to the greatest extent possible, a disproportionate share of suspensions from occurring at a given school campus or within demographic subgroups of students.

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Board urges schools to build upon existing efforts to provide alternatives to suspension or expulsion, using multiple strategies including conflict resolution, individual and school-wide positive behavior supports, and elements of restorative practices that focus on prevention, early intervention and the opportunity for students to learn appropriate behaviors.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands this 8th day of October, 2013.
February 5, 2015

Sent via facsimile and U.S. Mail

Superintendent Christopher J. Steinhauser
Long Beach Unified School District
1515 Hughes Way
Long Beach, CA 90810

Re: Public Records Act Request

Dear Superintendent Steinhauser:

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act (California Government Code § 6250 et seq.), Public Counsel is writing to request timely disclosure of the following documents in the possession of the Long Beach Unified School District.

Records Requested

Please provide us with copies of the records specified below. Each lettered or numbered paragraph should be considered a separate request under the California Public Records Act. For each set of records produced, please identify the paragraph to which the records are intended to respond.

A. Documents related to implementation of the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) in the 2014-2015 school year. Please provide us with the following documents and records:

1. For the $100,000 allotted to restorative justice, any and all documents related to the expenditure of these funds, including but not limited to documents showing who was hired, which schools received funding, trainings provided and participants, and any evaluation or other tools utilized related to the RJ pilot.

2. For the $2,400,000 funding line item for “campus security and police support” that included police spending, any and all documents related to the expenditure of such funds, including but not limited to how much was spent on police, who was hired, training or services provided, evaluation or outcome data, location of services.

B. For the 2009-10, 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14, and 2014-15 school years:
1. Any and all district and school policies and procedures, guidance, and memoranda related to students transfers, including all forms used and in all languages available.

2. Any and all district and school policies and procedures, guidance, and memoranda related to any process for appeal of any decisions, including but not limited to decisions to refer from class, suspend, transfer, refer to police, cite or arrest, and expel, in all languages available.

3. Any and all district and school records, budget documents, contracts, policies and procedures, and memoranda of understanding related to campus security officers, security aides, police officers, school resource officers, probation officers, sheriff officers, security guards and security personnel of any type.

4. Any and all district and school records, budget documents, contracts, policies, procedures and memoranda of understanding related to any security related vehicles, equipment, and/or infrastructure (building enhancements, metal detectors, etc.) purchased or utilized by the district.

5. Any and all memoranda of understanding, contracts, grants, budget documents, policies, procedures or records related to any relationship with the Long Beach Police Department or any other public or private police or security agency.

6. Any and all memoranda of understanding, contracts, grants, policies, procedures or records related to any roles or activities that the Long Beach Police Department or any other public or private police or security agency has on district campuses.

7. Any and all budgets and expenditures for each and every public or private police or security agency assigned to districts schools.

8. A list of the police officers, campus security officers, security guards or aides, or other security personnel assigned to each school for each public or private police or security agency and the length of assignment.

9. Any and all records regarding training provided to any police officers, campus security officers, security guards or aides, or other security personnel assigned to each school for each public or private police or security agency and the length of assignment.

10. Any and all district and school policies regarding office referrals, alternative classroom environment (“ACE”), on-campus suspension (“OCS”), and other classroom removals for any reason.

11. Any and all records regarding the policies and procedures for and operation of “ACE”, “OCS” or comparable alternative room/setting referrals used as a consequence for any type of behavior, and records regarding the instructional
practices students receive, staff for such classes and programs, location of such classes/programs and number of students in such classes/programs.

12. Any and all records, including policies, procedures, MOUs, contracts and data regarding searches and seizures of LBUSD students with or without the use of canines, disaggregated by school site, school academy and all of the subcategories listed in D5, and documents showing how canines for search and seizure purposes are funded.

13. Any and all records, including policies and procedures related to the practice of removing students from college bound academies and placing them in trade academies and aggregate data regarding the number of students removed and the reasons for the removals disaggregated by school site and all of the subcategories listed in D5.

14. Any and all district and school policies, resolutions, procedures, and memorandum of understanding, including board policies and administrative regulations and school site documents, regarding school discipline, student behavioral expectations, and behavior management systems, related to office referrals, teacher suspensions, in-school suspensions, out-of school suspensions, involuntary transfers to continuation, community day, county community day, or other schools (such as Poly PAAL, Jordan Plus, Beach High School, and Reid High School), referrals to “ACE”, “OCS” or other alternative settings on campus, referrals for expulsion, expulsions, student citations, student arrests, and referrals to law enforcement agencies.

A. School enrollment, discipline, and student outcome data. For the 2009-10, 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14 and the 2014-15 year, please provide the following information:

1. The following data for all schools broken down at the school level, academy level, and for the District as a whole:
   i. Enrollment data at beginning of school year
   ii. Enrollment data at end of school year
   iii. Four-year graduation and drop-out rates
   iv. Attendance data
   v. Percentage of high school seniors who pass the exit exam
   vi. A-G completion rate
   vii. Enrollment rate for 4-year colleges/Universities

2. The following data for the district from 2009 until the present by year:
   i. The number of students in the free or reduced price lunch program
   ii. Number of students using the program (i.e., actually eating breakfast or lunch)

3. The following aggregate data regarding disciplinary actions for the District as a whole and broken down by school level and academies within schools:
   i. Number of office referrals, teacher suspensions, in-school suspensions, out-of school suspensions, involuntary transfers to continuation, community day, county community day, or other schools (such as Poly PAAL, Jordan Plus, Beach High School, and Reid High School), referrals to “ACE”, “OCS” or other alternative settings on campus, referrals for expulsion, and expulsions issued;
ii. Alternatives utilized prior to making an office referral;
iii. Length of suspensions issued and/or instructional days lost to suspension;
iv. The school sites to which involuntarily transferred students were sent, whether they enrolled subsequently, and the outcomes for such students.

4. The following aggregate data for the District as a whole and broken down by the school level and academies within schools:

i. Referrals to law enforcement, including whether the referral was mandatory, the school making the referral, the policing agency to which the student was referred, and whether the student was arrested as a result of the referral;

ii. Arrests of students made at or near school sites, disaggregated by school from which the student was arrested and the policing agency making the arrest;

iii. Citations/tickets of students issued at or near school sites, disaggregated by school from which the student was cited and the policing agency making the arrest

5. All of the data discussed in numbers 1-4 supra disaggregated further by:

i. California Education Code violation or penal code violation(s), if an arrest or citation, noted as the reason/reasons for involuntary transfer, suspension, expulsion, citation or arrest;

ii. Total number and rates disaggregated for the following demographic areas:
   1. Grade
   2. Gender
   3. Race/Ethnicity
      a. racial/ethnic data for Asian students requested in items (1) and (2) to be disaggregated further for the following student subgroups:
         i. Cambodian
         ii. Chinese
         iii. Japanese
         iv. Korean
         v. Vietnamese
         vi. Asian Indian
         vii. Laotian
         viii. Other Asian
         ix. Hmong
         x. Thai

4. Students with Disabilities
5. English Language Learners
6. SES/Free and Reduced Lunch
7. Foster and Homeless Youth

6. A list of schools in the district with safe route programs.
D. Involuntary Transfer. Please provide us with the following additional documents and records related to involuntary transfers:

1. From 2009-2014 by year, the number of students who have been transferred pursuant to any policy or procedure, where such students have been transferred to and their outcomes to date.

2. For 2009-2014: 1) the reason for the referral; 2) the school or schools making the referrals; 3) the school or schools to which students was transferred; 4) whether the student participated in a formal hearing required by section 48915; 5) whether the student entered into some other agreement or procedure for transfer; 6) the outcomes for the students transferred, including but not limited to: 1) remained in transfer school; 2) returned to prior school; 3) graduated/dropped out; 4) entered into the JJ system. To the extent possible, all such data disaggregated by race, ethnicity, gender, ELL, SES, foster youth/homeless youth and disability status.

E. For the 2009-2014 by year, the number of psychologists, school psychologists, restorative justice specialists or coordinators, behavior interventionists, school, pupil services, and mental health counselors, academic advisors, nurses, and other support staff.

All Records

This request for public records encompasses any writing containing information relating to the conduct of the public’s business prepared, owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency regardless of physical form or characteristics. See California Government Code § 6252(e). As used in this request and consistent with the California Public Records Act, “writing” means any handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating, photographing, photocopying, transmitting by electronic mail or facsimile, and every other means of recording upon any tangible thing any form of communication or representation, including letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or combinations thereof, and any record thereby created, regardless of the manner in which the record has been stored. See California Government Code § 6252(g).

Full Disclosure and Specific Explanation

If any records are claimed to be exempt from disclosure, we request that: (1) you exercise your discretion to disclose some or all of the records notwithstanding the exemption; and (2) with respect to records containing both exempt and non-exempt content, you redact the exempt content and disclose the rest, consistent with California Government Code § 6253(a).

Additionally, if any records are withheld or redacted, please provide a written response that describes with specificity each and every record that is being withheld or redacted and the claimed reason for exemption under the California Public Records Act, along with supporting legal authority or authorities.

Assistance With Obtaining Records/Clarifying Our Request

If you contend that this request does not reasonably describe identifiable public records, we request that you promptly assist us by eliciting additional information that will clarify my request and more clearly identify the records we are seeking. See California

Waiver of Fees and Costs

We request that you waive any copying fees because we are unable to afford such costs and the information requested will be used in the public interest to further the public’s understanding of public schools and the local police force. No part of the information obtained will be sold or distributed for profit. If you are unable to waive the copying fees, please inform us of any potential duplication costs exceeding $50.00 prior to copying.

Electronic Format Preferred

We also request that you provide any public record identified above that exists in the following electronic formats to us in that electronic format, instead of in paper format: PDF format or all Microsoft Office formats, including Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. See California Government Code § 6253.9.

Response within 10 Days

We look forward to working with you to obtain the public records identified in this revised request and look forward to your response to this request within ten (10) days of receipt of this letter. See California Government Code § 6253(c). Additionally, please provide all records as they become available, rather than waiting to send them together.

Please send all public records responsive to this request to Laura Faer, either by email at lfaer@publiccounsel.org or mail:

Laura Faer
Public Counsel Law Center
2001 Center Street, 4th Floor
Berkeley, CA 94704

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (510) 529-3419 or by email at lfaer@publiccounsel.org. Thank you in advance for your timely response.

Sincerely,

Laura Faer
Statewide Education Rights Director Public Counsel
The findings in *Untold Stories Behind One of America’s Best Urban School Districts* are based on data collected from the Long Beach Unified School District (LBUSD) vis-à-vis a Public Records Act (PRA) request submitted on February 5, 2015 (Appendix 3), data sets available at the California Department of Education’s DataQuest Website, LBUSD’s Website, and LBUSD high school Websites.

LBUSD responded to the PRA with quantitative data on enrollment, suspensions, expulsions, involuntary transfers, referrals for immediate action, incidents with police; budget information on school security and policing; and information related to positive and preventative school discipline spending. Authors also accessed budget information from LBUSD’s 2014, 2015 and 2016 Local Control Accountability Plans. Qualitative data was also collected from the LBUSD PRA including school discipline policies, administrative regulations, board resolutions, and program/staff descriptions. More detailed codes of conduct information was accessed from LBUSD’s high school Websites. Researchers also included information from student, parent, and community member interviews collected on April 2, 2016, at the Every Student Matters *Voices and Visions* School Culture and Climate Town Hall.

Suspension rates in this report for the 2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014, and 2014-2015 school years are given as a ratio of the number of suspensions for every 100 students enrolled. These rates were calculated for LBUSD (districtwide) as well as individual schools within the district based on the disaggregated suspension and enrollment counts LBUSD provided over the same school years. For district level data, total suspensions and suspensions by race were collected from DataQuest. District suspension rates by special education status was determined through a summation of the disaggregated numbers provided by the district as that data is not provided through DataQuest.

To ensure student privacy, all student suspension counts less than 10 in any data provided by the district or collected from DataQuest had been redacted and denoted with an asterisk in the data provided to the authors. Because the actual number of suspensions could not be determined in these instances all asterisks were recoded as one for analyses. This ensured the authors provided a conservative estimation and suspension rates would not be inflated. In fact, suspension rates in this report likely underestimate the rate of suspensions in some cases. Additionally, because the number of students who are in special education is quite low in some schools, only schools with at least 50 special education students were included in special education analyses.

The analyses of involuntary transfer and referral for immediate action were based on LBUSD data from 2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014, and 2014-2015 school years. The total number of involuntary transfers and referrals for immediate action received were disaggregated by race for each year in the dataset. In response to the authors’ request for school-based arrests, school-based citations, and referrals to law enforcement LBUSD provided data on “incidents.” Incident counts were aggregated and then broken down by race/ethnicity.

Citations are provided in the report’s footnotes for all information that is publicly accessible. Citations for data and information accessed from the PRA can be provided by the authors upon request.